Is residual neurovascular tissue on prostatectomy specimens associated with surgeon intent at nerve-sparing and postoperative quality of life measures?
Preservation of periprostatic neurovascular tissue at the time of radical prostatectomy has been correlated with subsequent erectile function and urinary continence. We evaluated whether the amount of neurovascular tissue identified on prostatectomy specimens correlated with surgeon's intention of nerve-sparing and/or predicted quality of life outcomes. Radical prostatectomy specimens from 60 patients were evaluated by 2 pathologists for residual neurovascular bundle tissue. Reviewable pathology was available for 17, 19, and 19 patients with bilateral, unilateral, and non-nerve-sparing radical prostatectomy, respectively. The patients completed the Expanded Prostate Cancer Index Composite, a validated quality of life questionnaire. Differences between neurovascular tissue thickness, surgeon's intent at nerve-sparing, and quality of life among patients in each group were analyzed using standard statistical software. Neurovascular tissue thickness identified on radical prostatectomy specimens did not correlate with surgeon's intent at performing a nerve-sparing procedure, nor was it found to be predictive of postoperative quality of life. Surgeon's intent at neurovascular preservation, however, was associated with improved sexual and urinary function scores at 1 year (both P < 0.05). Surgeon intent, regardless of the amount of neurovascular tissue identified on radical prostatectomy specimen, is predictive of postoperative sexual-related and urinary quality of life. This suggests that factors other than the amount of neurovascular tissue spared contribute to postoperative sexual and urinary function.